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THREE LIES AND A TRUTH: ADJUDICATING MATERNITY IN SURROGACY DISPUTES

Browne C. Lewis

Three Lies:

(1) The legal mother of the child is the woman who supplies the genetic material for the child's conception.

(2) The legal mother of the child is the woman who contracts to have the child conceived with the intent to act as the parent.

(3) The legal mother of the child is the woman who gives birth to the child.

A Truth:

Maternity should be awarded based upon a determination of which mother-child relationship will best serve the child's interests.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, courts were called on to answer the following question: What makes a man a legal father? Courts applied different presumptions to arrive at the answer. For example, if the case involved a married couple, the woman’s husband was presumed to be the legal father.1 In situations involving an unmarried woman, the man who helped to conceive the child was the legal father.2 While paternity was being litigated, maternity was resolved—the woman who gave birth to the child was the child’s legal mother.3 The phrase “momma’s baby, papa’s maybe” reflected society’s attitude towards maternity.4 Since the woman who gave birth to the child

---

also supplied the genetic material that created the child, maternity was not usually challenged. Hence, the courts did not have a hard time adjudicating maternity. Advances in reproductive technology have led to a change in the legal landscape. Consequently, two different women may claim to be the legal mother of the same child. As usual, the law has been slow to respond to the advances in medicine.

Currently, with regard to children conceived using assisted reproduction, paternity is well-settled and maternity is debatable. In most jurisdictions, the man who consents to his wife being artificially inseminated using donor sperm is the legal father of the resulting child. Moreover, in the majority of states, a sperm donor is not recognized as the artificially conceived child's legal father. The use and availability of reproductive technology has made maternity more complicated. Courts do not have a bright-line rule to apply in order to determine maternity. The uniformity that exists among jurisdictions with regard to paternity cases involving artificially conceived children is lacking in maternity cases involving two women who want to be declared the legal mother of the child. Consequently, courts are forced to adjudicate the maternity of women involved in surrogacy arrangements in a piecemeal fashion. In making maternity determinations, courts have bought into the lie that the crucial factor is the reproductive rights of the women involved in the process. Based upon that lie, courts have applied several different standards to determine legal maternity. Some courts have ignored the one truth that has been consistent in different areas of family law: the “best interests of the child” standard is the appropriate one to use when making decisions that impact children.

This Article is divided into four main Parts. Part II introduces the problem. Part III contains a discussion of the limited role legislatures have played in clarifying the legal status of the women involved in the surrogacy

5 See id.
9 Id. at 973.
process. Part IV analyzes the tests or standards courts have employed to determine maternity in surrogacy cases. Part V explains the reasons why the best interests of the child standard is the one that courts should apply to determine the legal mother of the child conceived as the result of a surrogacy agreement.12

II. THE PROBLEM

A. The Gestator (Gestational Surrogate)13

While studying drama at Yale, actors Angela Bassett and Courtney Vance met and fell in love with each other.14 More than a decade later, the couple got married. The couple enjoyed a successful marriage and acting careers.15 Nonetheless, there was something missing in their lives. After years of infertility, Ms. Bassett and Mr. Vance had an embryo created using her eggs and his sperm implanted into a surrogate. The surrogate gave birth to the couple’s twins.16 Although the surrogate gestated the twins, she did not have a biological connection to them. As in most surrogate arrangements, the surrogate relinquished her parental rights and surrendered the child to the couple. If the surrogate decided not to relinquish her rights to the children, should she have standing to fight for custody of the children?

Married couple Ikufumi and Yuki Yamada desperately wanted a child. Since the couple could not conceive naturally, they signed a surrogacy agreement with Dr. Nanya Patel.17 Presumably under the terms of the agreement, after the child was born, the surrogate promised to give up her parental rights so that the Yamadas could adopt the baby.18 Prior to the

---


13 A gestational surrogate has been defined as “the woman who gives birth to a child regardless of her genetic relationship to the child.” VA. CODE ANN. § 20-156 (West, Westlaw through 2010 Reg. Sess.).


16 See Silverman, supra note 15.


18 For a discussion of the operation of Dr. Patel’s surrogacy clinic, see id. at 48-50.
birth of the child, the Yamadas divorced. Consequently, Ms. Yamada decided that she did not want to adopt the child. Despite Ms. Yamada’s decision, the surrogate relinquished her parental rights. Therefore the child was legally motherless. Mr. Yamada still wanted to adopt the child, but Indian law prohibited a single man from adopting. As a result, the child was left in a legal limbo. Should the contracting woman be adjudicated the legal mother and forced to adopt the child? Should the surrogate who gave birth to the child be prevented from abandoning the child?

As the above examples illustrate, the surrogacy process enables a woman who is unable to carry a child to become a mother. Under the surrogacy arrangement, one woman agrees to assist another woman in having a child. The type of assistance the surrogate provides varies. For example, the surrogate’s role may be limited to that of a gestator or carrier. Gestational surrogacy involves the implantation of an embryo into the uterus of the woman acting as the surrogate. If the contracting woman is capable of producing eggs but is unable to carry a child, her eggs are fertilized with her husband’s sperm to create the embryo that is implanted in the woman serving as a surrogate. On the other hand, if the woman is incapable of producing eggs and cannot carry a child, a donor’s eggs are united with the sperm of the woman’s husband in order to create the embryo gestated by the surrogate. In either case, the gestational surrogate is not biologically related to the child. However, that fact has not prevented litigation over whether or not the gestational surrogate has parental rights.

19 Id. at 70.
20 Id.
22 Id.
23 See id.
27 “Gestational surrogate” is often defined as a woman who agrees to conceive a child using reproductive technology without utilizing her own eggs. See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 742.13(5) (West, Westlaw through Chap. 274 (End) of the 2010 2d Reg. Sess. of the 21st Leg.).
After Michael Jackson died, his mother, Katherine Jackson, filed a petition seeking custody of Michael Jackson’s three young children. Ms. Jackson’s petition stated that the children had no relationship with their biological mothers. Debbie Rowe was listed as the mother of Jackson’s two older children. With regard to “Blanket,” Jackson’s youngest child, the petition presumably listed the mother as “None.” According to Jackson’s will, in the event that his mother is unable to care for the children, Diana Ross should be permitted to raise the three children. The probate court complied with Mr. Jackson’s wishes and appointed Ms. Jackson as the children’s permanent legal guardian. The court also gave Ms. Rowe liberal visitation with the two older children. When Michael Jackson died on June 24, 2009, Blanket and his two siblings became fatherless. However, unlike his siblings, Blanket was born legally motherless. Thus, Blanket is a legal orphan. Blanket’s legal status makes him more vulnerable than his siblings. If both Ms. Jackson and Ms. Ross predeceased Mr. Jackson, since Ms. Rowe’s parental rights were not terminated, she is the legal mother of the two older children. That status gives Ms. Rowe the opportunity to parent those children. If she could be identified, should Blanket’s biological mother be given the same opportunity?

An Israeli couple was devastated when a Palestinian sniper killed their son, Keivan, in August 2002. Instead of grieving, the couple was

---

29 A traditional surrogate is a woman who both contributes a gamete to create the child and gives birth to the child. See Jennifer L. Watson, Graving a Baby for Sale or Merely Rm*ing a Womb S&ould SV=Uogate Mothers & Compassaid for Their Services?, 6 WHITTIER J. CHILD & FAM. ADVOC. 529, 529 (2007).
31 Id.
32 Id.
36 See id.
37 See Katherine Jackson Named Children’s Guardian, supra note 33 (noting that the surrogate that carried “Blanket” had no parental rights).
38 See generally Court Voids Debbie Rowe’s Loss of Rights to Jake’s Kids, FOXNEWS.COM (Feb. 16, 2006), http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,185083,00.html.
39 Family of Dead Israeli Soldier Can Use His Sperm, MSNBC.COM (Jan. 29, 2007), http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/16871062/; see also Ruth Zafran, Dying To Be A Father: Legal Paternity in Case of
proactive. They decided to create a grandchild to rear. A doctor extracted sperm from Keivan’s body. Then, the couple hired a surrogate to contribute genetic material and give birth to their grandchild. Baby Doe was born legally motherless to a woman who never knew his father. If the surrogate decided that she wanted to keep the child instead of giving it to the grandparents, should she be permitted to do so? In the event something happens to the elderly couple, should the surrogate be permitted to take custody of the child?

The second type of surrogacy arrangement involves a traditional surrogate. A traditional surrogate is a woman who is artificially inseminated with the sperm of the contracting woman’s husband or significant other. Since her eggs are used to create the child, the traditional surrogate is biologically related to the child. As a consequence, traditional surrogacy agreements usually contain provisions requiring the surrogate to terminate her parental rights and allowing the contracting woman to adopt the child. As in any contract dispute, courts do not become involved until one or more of the parties to the contract decide not to abide by the terms of the contract. In a surrogacy situation, the legal dispute usually arises when the surrogate refuses to surrender the child to the intended parent or parents. The courts are called upon to identify the legal parents of the child.

III. LEGISLATING MATERNITY

It is important that the parent–child relationship be legally recognized because the existence of that relationship impacts so many aspects of the child’s life. For example, in order for the child to have the right to receive financial support from an adult, the person seeking the support must show that a legal parent–child relationship exists. The recognition of that

Posthumous Conception, 8 HOUSE J. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 47, 54 n.22 (2007).
  40 Family of Dead Israeli Soldier Can Use His Sperm, supra note 39.
  41 See id.
  42 See Zafran, supra note 39, at 54.
  47 CAL. FAM. CODE § 7601 (West, Westlaw through 2009 Reg. Sess.; all 2009–2010 1st through 5th, 7th, and 8th Exec. Sess.; urgency legis. through Ch. 30 of the 2010 Reg. Sess.; and all Props. on 2010 ballots) (“Parent and child relationship . . . means the legal relationship existing between a child and the child's natural or adoptive parents incident to which the law confers or imposes rights, privileges, duties, and obligations. The term includes the mother and child relationship and the father and child relationship.”).
relationship also affects the child's ability to inherit from his or her parents and to receive certain government benefits. Parents benefit from the establishment of the relationship because it gives them the legal right to make important decisions with regard to the child. In addition, the existence of a legal parent-child relationship prevents the government and others from terminating the person's parental rights and removing the child from his or her care without cause.

Most state statutes do not establish a mechanism for creating the mother-child relationship in the context of a surrogacy arrangement. The state statutes that do address the maternity issue do so in several ways. Some state statutes indicate that birth is the key indicator of motherhood. However, legal maternity may be reallocated by a valid surrogacy contract. Other statutes emphasize intent, still others emphasize gestation, as the factor that should be used to determine which woman should be recognized as the child's legal mother. In states that permit surrogacy contracts to be enforced, the terms of the contract may control the allocation of maternity. Thus, the intended mother is usually found to be the legal mother if the contract complies with the mandates of the statute and is approved by the court. If the contract is invalid, or unenforceable


51 See, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-10-201(b), (c)(1) (West, Westlaw through end of 2010 Fiscal Sess., including changes made by Ark. Code Rev. Comm. received through July 1, 2010); see also N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 30.1-04-19(5) (West, Westlaw through 2009 Reg. Sess.) (providing that the woman who gives birth, unless she is a gestational surrogate, is the child's legal mother).


53 See, e.g., TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 160.760 (West, Westlaw through end of the 2009 Reg. and 1st Called Sess. of the 81st Leg.).


55 See, e.g., VA. CODE ANN. § 20-159(B).

56 See id. § 20-159(A) (“A surrogate, her husband, if any, and prospective intended parents may enter into a written agreement whereby the surrogate may relinquish all her rights and duties as parent of a child conceived through assisted conception, and the intended parents may become the parents of the child . . . .”).

57 Several states have statutes setting forth the process for having a surrogacy arrangement validated. See, e.g., N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 168-B:23 (Westlaw through laws currently effective Sept. 10, 2010 through Ch. 381 of the 2010 Reg. Sess. and Ch. 1 of the Special Sess.); TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 160.755 (West, Westlaw through end of the 2009 Reg. and 1st Called Sess. of the 81st Leg.).
for some reason, the surrogate is typically recognized as the child’s legal mother.58

Some jurisdictions treat surrogacy arrangements similar to adoptions.59 As a result, the surrogate is given a specific period of time after the birth of the child to give notice of her intent to keep the child.60 Once that notice is given, the court designates the surrogate as the legal mother of the child.61 Some states only permit pure gestational surrogate arrangements where the surrogate is not allowed to use her own eggs. In those jurisdictions, the gestational surrogate is not recognized as the child’s legal mother.62 Thus, gestation is not the standard used to determine maternity.63 Finally, if there is a dispute between the intended mother and the surrogate over custody of the child, in some jurisdictions, the court will assign maternity based upon what it considers to be the best interests of the child.64 The lack of legislation in this area has led to custody disputes between the surrogate and the contracting couple.

IV. IDENTIFYING THE LIES

In states where the statutes do not enumerate the factors to be used to identify the legal mother of a child born as the result of a surrogacy arrangement, courts have to determine which woman is the child’s legal mother. There is no uniform test for allocating maternity in those cases. Thus, courts have adopted several different tests to determine the identity of the legal mother of the child. The cases in this Part illustrate the application of those tests. Prior to analyzing those cases, it is helpful to discuss the first case in which a court seemed to slowly embrace the lie that maternity should be determined based upon the actions or status of the women involved in the process.
A. First There Was the Fallacy

In the Matter of Baby M

The first major case involving a surrogacy custody dispute was Baby M. The case brought the maternity issue to the attention of the general public. The court had the difficult task of determining which woman involved in the process should be designated as the child’s legal mother. The case involved a surrogacy contract signed by William Stern and Mary Beth Whitehead. Under the terms of the contract, Ms. Whitehead agreed to be artificially inseminated with Mr. Stern’s sperm. Based on the contract, after the child’s birth, Ms. Whitehead was required to take steps to terminate her parental rights. Ms. Stern planned to adopt the child. Ms. Stern was not a party to the surrogacy agreement, but the contract gave her sole custody of the child if Mr. Stern died. Mr. Stern agreed to pay Ms. Whitehead $10,000 after she turned the child over to him. “In a separate contract, Mr. Stern agreed to pay $7,500 to the Infertility Center of New York” to compensate the Center for its part in the procedure.

When the baby was born, Ms. Whitehead did not want to give the baby to the Sterns. During her pregnancy, Ms. Whitehead developed a bond with the child. However, Ms. Whitehead eventually turned the child over to the Sterns. Later, Ms. Whitehead fell into a deep depression. Ms. Whitehead went to the Sterns’ home and told them that she could not live without her baby. The Sterns felt sorry for Ms. Whitehead because they were afraid she planned to hurt herself. Hence, they agreed to let her keep the baby for a week. Ms. Whitehead promised to return the child to

---

67 In re Baby M, 537 A.2d at 1235.
68 Id.
69 See id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id.
74 See id. at 1236.
75 Id.
76 Id.
77 Id.
78 Id. at 1236–37.
79 See id. at 1237.
80 See id.
the Stems at the end of the specified period. Ms. Whitehead did not keep her promise, so the authorities had to forcibly remove the baby from her.

The Stems sued to enforce the surrogacy contract. They asked the court to order Ms. Whitehead to comply with the terms of the contract. Specifically, the Stems wanted the court to terminate Ms. Whitehead’s parental rights and to place the child in their custody permanently. In addition, they asked the court to give Ms. Stern permission to adopt the child.

The court had to decide whether the surrogacy contract was valid. In response, the court voided the agreement because it was against the public policy of the state. According to the court, it was illegal to compensate a woman for acting as a surrogate. The court opined that the practice had the potential to be degrading to women. Once it invalidated the contract, the court awarded custody based upon genetics and the best interests of the child. As the biological father, Mr. Stern received custody of the child because the court found that arrangement to be in the child’s best interests. However, based on her biological connection to the child, the court adjudicated Ms. Whitehead to be the child’s legal mother. That status entitled Ms. Whitehead to visitation rights. Thus, the case was remanded, so the lower court could address that issue. Ms. Whitehead did not have to terminate her parental rights, and Ms. Stern did not get the right to adopt the child. In its opinion, the court indicated that a surrogacy agreement might be enforceable if an uncompensated woman voluntarily agreed to act as a surrogate. However, the court noted that, in order to be enforceable, the contract could not contain a provision requiring the woman to give up custody of her child.
In the Baby M case, it is clear that the court meant for biology to be the sole indicator of maternity. The court determined maternity by comparing the actions of the women involved in the process. Ms. Whitehead was actively involved in the process because she contributed the genetic material used to conceive the child and she gestated the child. For practical purposes, there was no difference between Ms. Whitehead and a woman who conceived a child through sexual intercourse. Thus, the court’s decision to adjudicate Ms. Whitehead as the legal mother did not cause much public outrage. The court viewed Ms. Stern as a passive participant who did not make any contributions to the child’s conception. Ms. Stern was treated like a potential adoptive mother. As a stranger to the child, she did not have any maternal rights. In reaching its decision, the court weighed the reproductive rights of each woman.

The best interests of the child standard was used to determine which of the legal parents should receive physical custody of the child. In keeping with past precedents, the court did not use the best interests of the child standard to make the initial parentage decision.98 By ignoring the interests of the child, the court perpetuated the lie that the fitness of the adults to raise the child is not relevant when it comes to adjudicating parenthood. Throughout the opinion, the court treated the traditional surrogate as the legal mother of the child.99 Consequently, the court never raised the issue of Ms. Stern’s maternal right. The court seemed to assume that, since she did not supply the genetic material to create the child, Ms. Stern should not be recognized as the child’s legal mother even if it would be in the child’s best interests to do so. As the cases in the next section illustrate, several courts have challenged that assumption by relying on other lies.

B. Then Courts Embraced the Lies

1. The Legal Mother Is the Woman Who Supplies the Genetic Material Used To Conceive the Child.

In most contexts, courts have relied upon genetics to designate parentage. For example, paternity tests are utilized to ensure that the man recognized as the child’s legal father is biologically related to the child.100 Furthermore, in order to lose custody or be denied visitation, the biological

98 See id. at 1243.
99 See, e.g., id. at 1240.
parent must be found unfit. Society places a high value on blood relations. The law reflects that respect for blood connections by granting preference to blood relatives in several contexts. For instance, a biological parent must give consent before his or her child can be legally adopted. This is true even in cases where the biological parent has no relationship with the child. In addition, as a consequence of the fascination with blood ties, in most jurisdictions, stepchildren are not permitted to inherit from stepparents under the intestacy system (unless the children have been adopted). The reasoning behind that exclusion is that a person would want preference given to his or her biological children. It is not surprising that some courts think that biology should be the main indicator of parentage. In particular, those courts have indicated that the test for maternity is genetics. The following case demonstrates that prevarication.

A diagnosis of cervical cancer caused Shelly Belsito to lose her uterus. However, the doctor left Shelly’s ovaries intact, and she was able to produce eggs. When Shelly and Anthony Belsito got married, they agreed that they wanted to have children. Carol S. Clark, Shelly’s sister, agreed to act as a surrogate for the couple. Two of the embryos that were created by fertilizing Shelly’s eggs with Anthony’s sperm were implanted in Carol’s uterus. A couple of weeks later, a test confirmed Carol was pregnant with a child conceived from one of Shelly and Anthony’s embryos.

When she was getting ready for the impending birth of the child, Shelly spoke with the hospital personnel about the child’s birth certificate. At that time, they told her that, since Carol was giving birth to the child, Carol,

---

102 See, e.g., Gary Debele, Custody and Parenting By Persons Other than Biological Parents When Non-Tradiotional Family Law Collides with the Constitution, 83 N.D. L REV. 1227, 1236 (2007).
103 See Margaret M. Mahoney, Stepparents as Third Parties in Relation to Their Stepchildren, 40 FAM. LQ 81, 98 (2006); Andrew L. Noble, Intestate Succession for Stepchildren in Pennsylvania: A Proposal for Reform, 64 U. PITF. L REV 835, 840 (2003).
104 See Mahoney, supra note 103, at 99.
106 Belsito, 644 N.E.2d at 761.
107 Id.
108 Id. at 760–61.
109 Id. at 761.
110 Id.
111 Id.
112 Id. at 762.
not Shelly, would be listed on the birth certificate as the child's legal mother. Shelly also learned that the child would be considered illegitimate because the legal parents, Carol and Anthony, were not married to each other. In response, Shelly and Anthony went to court seeking a declaration that, since they were the child's legal parents, they did not need to adopt the child. They also asked for a court order mandating that the child be listed as legitimate on the birth certificate and that they be listed as the legal parents on the birth certificate.

The court had to decide whom to designate as the child's legal and natural parents. In order to make that determination, the court had to decide what makes a person a natural parent. After reviewing the case law, the court concluded that, in order for a person to be deemed a natural parent, the person had to be connected to the child by blood. That blood connection was established by proof that the person and the child were genetically connected by DNA. The court opined that “the test to identify the natural parents should be, ‘Who are the genetic parents?” The court put forth several reasons why it adopted the genetic test. First, the court contended that a genetic test was more consistent with the public policy of not permitting a woman to sell her parental rights. The court reasoned that, since she did not provide the genetic material used to create the child, the surrogate was not the child’s natural mother. Thus, whenever the surrogate surrendered the child, she would not be exchanging her parental rights for a monetary payment. In that case, the surrogate would simply be fulfilling the terms of the contract. Second, the court concluded that the genetic test would be easy to apply. Any dispute with regard to the identity of the natural mother could be easily resolved through DNA testing.

According to the court, the identification of the natural parent might not be the end of the inquiry. A surrogate who did not contribute genetic
material to create the child is not the child's natural mother. Nonetheless, that woman might be classified as the child's legal mother.\textsuperscript{125} In order to become the child's legal mother, the surrogate had to follow the dictates of the state's adoption laws.\textsuperscript{126} In this case, the court did not fully address the steps necessary for a gestational surrogate to be recognized as the child's legal mother because Carol did not assert her maternal rights.\textsuperscript{127}

The court held that Anthony and Shelly were the child's natural parents because they contributed the genetic materials used to conceive the child.\textsuperscript{128} Moreover, the court ruled that, since Anthony and Shelly did not relinquish or waive their parental rights, they were the child's legal parents.\textsuperscript{129} In sum, the court decided that the genetic mother is always the natural mother of the child. The natural mother is also the child's legal mother unless she takes steps to terminate her maternal rights so that another woman can be designated the legal mother.\textsuperscript{130} The court made it clear that the woman who contributed the genetic material to create the child had superior rights over the woman who gave birth to the child.\textsuperscript{131} The court adopted the genetics test to determine maternity in a surrogacy arrangement.

The court attempted to treat a child conceived as the result of a surrogacy arrangement similar to a child conceived by sexual intercourse. If a man uses his penis to fertilize a woman's eggs with his sperm, she is clearly the child's natural mother. Under the standard set out in \textit{Belsito}, the outcome would not be different just because the child was conceived using scientific means. Thus, if a doctor fertilizes a woman's eggs with a man's sperm and inserts the embryo into another woman's body, the woman who supplied the eggs does not lose her biological connection to the child. A woman who conceives a child naturally can sever her connection to the child and put the child up for adoption, so that another woman can become the child's legal mother. The reasoning of the \textit{Belsito} case indicates that the same option is available to a woman who contributes the genetic material in a surrogacy arrangement. That woman can voluntarily relinquish her right to the child, so that the surrogate or another woman can become the child's legal mother. In either case, the law cannot force the woman to turn her

\textsuperscript{125} See \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{126} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{127} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{128} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{129} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{130} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{131} \textit{id.} ("The birth test becomes subordinate and secondary to genetics.").
biological child over to another woman. However, some courts assert that intentions should outweigh genetics.

2. The Legal Mother Is the Woman Who Signs the Contract with the Intent of Parenting the Child.

According to Professor Shultz, courts should adjudicate legal parenthood by considering the parties' intentions. In particular, Professor Shultz contends, "intentions that are voluntarily chosen, deliberate, express and bargained-for ought presumptively to determine legal parenthood." Some courts have applied this logic to conclude that evaluating the parties' intent should be the method used to resolve custody disputes between surrogates and contracting couples. The next case demonstrates reliance on that falsehood.

**Johnson v. Calvert** (Majority Opinion)

Mark and Crispina Calvert's plans to become parents were thwarted when Crispina had to have a hysterectomy. Nonetheless, since Crispina was still capable of producing eggs, the couple decided to arrange for a surrogate to carry their child. Anna Johnson agreed to act as a surrogate for the couple. The parties signed a surrogacy agreement. Under the terms of the agreement, Anna would carry a child conceived using an embryo created from Mark's sperm and Crispina's eggs. After the birth of the child, Anna promised to relinquish her parental rights to the child and to surrender the child to the Calverts. In exchange, Mark and Crispina agreed to pay Anna $10,000 and to insure Anna's life for $200,000. The $10,000 was scheduled to be paid in installments. After Anna became pregnant with the couple's child, relations between the parties soured. Eventually, Anna demanded that the Calverts pay the

---

133 Id. at 325.
135 *See id.* at 778.
136 Id.
137 Id.
138 Id.
139 Id.
140 Id.
141 Id.
142 Id.
143 *See id.*
remainder of the payments she was owed. Anna threatened to keep the child if she did not receive all of the money. In response, the Calverts filed a lawsuit to be legally recognized as the parents of the unborn child. Then, Anna brought an action requesting to be declared the child's legal mother. The court consolidated the cases.

Blood tests showed that the Calverts were the child's genetic parents. The court had to decide the identity of the child's natural mother under California law. The trial court held that the Calverts were the child's "genetic, biological and natural" parents and Anna had no parental rights with regard to the child. After the court of appeals affirmed the trial court's decision, Anna filed an appeal with the California Supreme Court.

The supreme court relied on the Uniform Parentage Act (UPA) to resolve the dispute. Anna based her claim to the child on the fact that she gestated and gave birth to the child. The Calverts countered by arguing that since the child was conceived using her genetic material, Crispina was the child's legal mother. When allocating maternity, the court had to decide whether to give preference to the woman having the blood connection to the child or the woman giving birth to the child. The court decided that both women were able to produce evidence of a mother–child relationship under the provisions of the statute. According to one section of the UPA, maternity could be proven by the use of genetic evidence gathered through blood testing. Since the blood tests indicated that Crispina was the child's genetic mother, she could satisfy the evidentiary requirements of the statute. Another portion of the statute stated that a woman could establish the mother–child relationship by showing she gave birth to the child. In the case at bar, Anna was able to prove that fact.
Both women satisfied the statutory mandates to prove maternity, so the child appeared to have two natural mothers. However, the State of California would only recognize one legal mother.\textsuperscript{160}

The court relied upon contract principles to resolve the case. To that end, the court analyzed the terms of the surrogacy agreement.\textsuperscript{161} The court held that the appropriate test for determining the identity of the legal mother of the child was the "intent" test.\textsuperscript{162} Specifically, the court stated "she who intended to procreate the child—that is, she who intended to bring about the birth of a child that she intended to raise as her own—is the natural mother under California law."\textsuperscript{163} The Calverts intended to have a child from their genetic material. They carried out that intent by having an embryo, created using his sperm and her egg, implanted in Anna. Anna agreed to assist the Calverts in carrying out their intentions. The child would not exist if the Calverts had not acted on their intentions. The court found that Anna’s intent to keep the child should not be recognized because it conflicts with the original intentions of the parties.\textsuperscript{164} The court seems to indicate that the existence of a traditional surrogacy arrangement would not have changed the outcome of the case. The key factor in determining maternity was \textit{intent} and not \textit{genetics}. According to some courts, intent and genetics should take a back seat to gestation.

3. The Legal Mother Is the Woman Who Gives Birth to the Child.

A woman who gestates a child forms a special bond with that child. That connection grows from the moment of implantation of the embryo until the birth of the child. For forty weeks, that woman nurtures and cares for the child.\textsuperscript{165} Some commentators have argued that this "sweat equity" should transform the surrogate from a gestator to a cultivator.\textsuperscript{166} That classification of the surrogate’s role acknowledges that the surrogate contributes something of herself to the child. Consequently, she should be regarded as more than a womb or an incubator.\textsuperscript{167} The surrogate role as a
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gestator should factor into the determination of maternity. That untruth is put forth by the court in the next case.

*A.H.W. v. G.H.B.*168

Gina, an unmarried woman, agreed to serve as a surrogate for her sister, Andrea, and Andrea’s husband, Peter.169 Consequently, an embryo created using Peter’s sperm and Andrea’s eggs was implanted into Gina’s uterus.170 Gina was not paid for her services.171 Gina became pregnant as a result of the implantation.172 Approximately two weeks before Gina was scheduled to give birth, Peter and Andrea petitioned the court for an order declaring the maternity and paternity of the unborn child.173 Specifically, the couple asked the court to issue a prebirth order adjudicating them as the child’s legal parents and requiring that their names be listed on the child’s birth certificate.174

In support of their petition, the biological parents argued that because Gina, the gestational surrogate, did not have a biological connection to the child, she should not be recognized as having any parental rights with regard to the child.175 Gina supported the couple’s argument.176 Moreover, Peter, Andrea, and Gina claimed that Gina was nothing more than an incubator.177 The court took issue with that classification of a gestational surrogate.178 According to the court, Gina did more than incubate the child. To support its contention, the court described the bond between a child and the gestational mother.179 The court referred to Gina as a gestational mother instead of a gestational surrogate.180 The court felt that title was more appropriate because of the contributions that the gestating woman made to the child’s well-being during the pregnancy.181
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Once the court decided that the gestational mother was the child’s legal mother, the court refused to grant the prebirth order. After reviewing the state statutes and case law, including the *Baby M* case, the court concluded that forcing Gina to surrender her parental rights prior to the birth of the child was contrary to New Jersey law. The court held that Gina could not surrender her parental rights until seventy-two hours after she gave birth. In New Jersey, the statute required a woman to wait seventy-two hours before consenting to the adoption of her child. The court felt that the same waiting period was appropriate in a case involving a gestational surrogate because the woman would experience the same emotional and physical changes during birth as a woman who gave birth to her biological child. The court also opined that Gina had the option of changing her mind and filing an action to retain custody of the child.

In reaching its decision, the court emphasized that a strong connection between the woman and the child formed during the pregnancy and at birth. That connection is not weakened by the lack of a biological link. The mother–child relationship develops because of the dependency of the child on the mother. The woman who supplies the eggs that result in the creation of the embryo has a connection to the embryo but not to the resulting child. The woman who provides the nutrients necessary for the embryo to develop into a child is the child’s natural and legal mother. That woman is the woman who gestates the child. As a consequence, gestation is the controlling factor in adjudicating maternity.

Reproductive technology that makes surrogacy possible has resulted in two women having the potential to receive maternal rights. Thus, courts are faced with the daunting task of adjudicating legal maternity. With little legislative guidance, courts have embraced the lie that genetics, intent, or gestation makes a woman a legal mother. Each of those standards is flawed.
V. GETTING TO THE TRUTH

A. Exposing the Lies

In order to get to the truth, it is necessary to debunk the lies. The underlying premise of the lie is that courts should determine maternity by deciding which factors justify declaring a woman to be a legal mother. Should motherhood be based upon blood, belief, or bonding? Is the legal mother the woman who shared blood with the child, the woman who believed she would be the mother, or the woman who bonded with the child? The answer to this question is not dispositive because it is based upon the fabrication that maternity is about the woman and not the child. A critical evaluation of the genetics, intent, and gestation tests shows that not one of these tests gets the courts to their end goal—selecting the best legal mother for the child created as the result of a surrogacy agreement. Each of the tests used by courts to determine maternity has merit. Nonetheless, ultimate application of the tests does not consider the interests of the child. That crucial shortcoming negates the benefits of applying the tests. This section evaluates each test.

1. Blood Is Not Always Best

The genetics test highlights the idiom that “blood is thicker than water.” That commonly used phrase indicates that bonds are stronger between persons who are related by blood. Despite the widespread acceptance of adoption, there is still a societal belief that, if possible, children should live with their blood relatives. As a result, utilizing the genetics test is a safe choice for a court from a public policy perspective. Furthermore, it is logical for a court to apply the genetics test because it is consistent with prior judicial treatment of these types of cases and lines up with the expectations of the general public. For instance, when a man supplies the genetic material used to create a child, he is usually given the opportunity to be recognized as the child’s legal father. That step is taken to protect the man’s reproductive rights. By classifying the woman who contributes the genetic material that results in the child’s conception as the legal mother, the court is being consistent and fair. There is no good reason to treat women involved in assisted reproduction arrangements different from the
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men involved in similar situations. In addition, the selection of the genetics test encourages blood relatives to stay together. The average person would expect to rear a child who was conceived using his or her genetic material. The court is treating the mothers of children born as the result of surrogacy arrangements like the mothers of children conceived in other ways. For example, in order for a child to be taken from his or her biological mother, that woman must take affirmative steps to terminate her parental rights and consent to an adoption. 194 Women who use reproductive technology to conceive should be given that same treatment.

Even with the advances in reproductive technology, a child cannot be created without the use of genetic material. 195 According to John Locke, humans have ownership of themselves and, thus, they are entitled to benefit from the fruits of their labor. 196 It follows that the person who contributes the genetic material should be given an ownership interest in the child conceived using that material. This is not an outrageous assertion because courts have recognized ownership interest in sperm. In *Hecht v. Superior Court*, the court held that a man had the right to leave his sperm to his girlfriend by will. 197 A woman should have the same property interest in her eggs. 198 The *Moore v. Regents of the University of California* court held that a man did not have a property interest in his cells once they were removed from his body. 199 Nonetheless, the court determined that the man had the right to control his cells as long as they were in his body. 200 Consequently, those cells could not be removed without his informed consent. 201 Applying this reasoning to the genetic supplier of the eggs in a surrogacy situation, a woman has control over her eggs as long as they are inside her body. The eggs cannot be used unless the woman gives her informed consent. In a surrogacy situation, there should be a rebuttable presumption that the biological mother is only consenting to the use of her eggs to conceive a child she plans to parent. In the interest of fairness, the gestational
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surrogate should have the right to rebut this presumption by introducing evidence of a contrary intent.

The adoption of the genetics test is also consistent with prior legal precedents. In *Davis v. Davis*, the court held that there is a fundamental right to procreate and a fundamental right not to procreate. This implies that a person has the ultimate control of his or her reproductive materials. In fact, in *Davis*, the court concluded that a person has a constitutional right to control the disposition of his or her own genetic material. As the *Belsito* court indicated, the application of the genetics test is warranted from an evidentiary standpoint. DNA tests could be used to confirm that the genetic mother is the biological mother of the child. Moreover, the genetics test establishes a bright-line rule for determining maternity. Once DNA testing proves that the woman is the biological mother of the child, it is easy to recognize her as the legal mother of the child. This is important in situations where the facility mistakenly implants a woman with an embryo belonging to another couple. In essence, that woman becomes an involuntary surrogate. Since she did not supply the genetic material used to create the embryo, the woman should not have any expectations of keeping the child. Thus, she may not be likely to file a custody petition to keep the child. The certainty that she cannot be named the legal mother of the child may serve as a deterrent to the
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gestational surrogate. That knowledge may help the surrogate to make a conscious effort not to become overly attached to the fetus.

Although there are some positive aspects of the genetics test, it also raises some key concerns. For instance, the genetics test may discourage the use of donor eggs or traditional surrogacy arrangements. Some surrogacy arrangements involve donated eggs. In that instance, neither the contracting woman nor the gestational surrogate is the child's biological mother. Under the reasoning of Belsito, the egg donor would be the child's biological and legal mother. In order to relieve herself of responsibility for the child, the egg donor would have to take legal steps to have her parental rights terminated. Therefore, application of the genetics test may discourage the use of egg donors. On the one hand, the contracting woman may be afraid that the egg donor may assert her rights to the child. On the other hand, the egg donor probably does not want to be held legally responsible for the child. Contrary to public perception, most egg donors are young women who are donating their eggs to receive compensation.

Typically, they are not interested in keeping the resulting children. Legislatures in some jurisdictions have recognized that fact and have passed statutes stating that an egg donor is never to be considered the legal mother of the child. In jurisdictions that do not have that safeguard in place, the egg donor may end up recognized as the child's legal mother. In response to this contention, supporters of the Belsito opinion might argue that the egg donor can just take steps to terminate her parental rights. The contracting couple may have to bear the cost of that legal action. As a result, adopting the genetics test has the potential to increase the overall costs of the reproductive process.

The genetics test ignores the fact that the oldest and most common form of surrogacy arrangement involves the use of traditional surrogates.
This is true because the traditional surrogate is usually impregnated by artificial insemination. Artificial insemination is affordable because it can be done without the use of a physician or medical personnel. Gestational surrogacy arrangements involve the use of in vitro fertilization. Since in vitro fertilization is expensive, gestational surrogacy arrangements are costly.\(^{216}\) In a traditional surrogacy situation, since the surrogate supplies the genetic material used to create the child, she would be deemed the legal mother. This might discourage the use of traditional surrogates. The genetics test also disregards the expectations of the parties. Application of the genetics test reduces the surrogate to an incubator or a womb. Some commentators have argued that this is degrading to women.\(^{218}\) Treating the surrogate as if she is nothing more than an incubator ignores the connection the woman develops with the child during the pregnancy.\(^{219}\)

Living with a person of the same blood may not always be the best arrangement for the child. The news is filled with horror stories of biological parents who have murdered or abused their children.\(^{220}\) Having a blood connection to the child does not guarantee that a woman will be a good mother.\(^{221}\) Courts cannot change biological connections. When a woman gives birth to her biological child, the maternal–child relationship is created. Society and the law respect that relationship. Therefore, the courts are reluctant to intervene, and only do so when the child is in danger.\(^{222}\) However, courts should not assume that a blood connection is the best way to create a maternal–child relationship. Adjudicating maternity gives courts the opportunity to make sure that the child is not placed in harm's way. Accepting the inveracity that because a woman supplies the genetic material used to conceive the child she should be adjudicated the legal mother may prevent courts from achieving that goal.
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2. Believing Should Not Make It So

A surrogate agreement is a contract. Like other types of contracts it is based upon promises between the parties. The surrogate promises to gestate and to surrender the baby to the contracting couple. In exchange, the contracting couple promises to pay the surrogate’s expenses and abide by other terms of the agreement. Based upon the terms of the contract, the contracting woman believes that she will be recognized as the mother of the resulting child. Courts applying the intent test attempt to fulfill that belief. The intent test is appropriate because it identifies and tries to carry out the wishes of the parties involved in the process. Application of the intent test is also fair to all of the contracting parties. By carrying out the parties’ intent, the court is attempting to make sure they receive the benefit for which they bargained. Hence, the contracting couple is rewarded for taking the steps necessary to insure the child’s conception. The couple’s intent to parent the child is recognized and honored. Typically, when a surrogate enters into an agreement, she does not intend to be recognized as the child’s legal mother. Therefore, the surrogate should not be disappointed if she does not end up with the child. In the absence of a mutual mistake, the parties are getting the benefit of their bargain. The surrogate receives money to cover her expenses, and the contracting couple receives the child they intended to parent.

The intent test is not without problems. Application of the intent test may increase litigation because the court has to decide what the parties intended with regard to maternity. It is always difficult for the court to determine the subjective intent of litigants. The surrogacy contract may not be clear on that issue. Further, the courts may not be able to decide if the intent was informed. In order for informed intent to exist, all of the parties must have understood the ramifications of the intent stated in the contract. The fact that the parties are in court indicates that one party might not have fully understood the terms of the agreement. Another problem with the intent test is that it may be difficult to apply. The surrogacy process lasts from the implantation of the embryo until the birth of the child. As a result, it may not be easy for the court to decide at what

point in the process to evaluate the parties’ intent. Prior to the child’s conception, the contracting couple probably intends to parent the child. However, once she becomes pregnant, the surrogate may express intent to parent the child. Thus, the court is forced to deal with evolving intents. Each party purports an intention to procreate and raise the child. A party’s intent may change after conception, through gestation, and after birth.\textsuperscript{226} If the jurisdiction does not recognize surrogacy contracts, it may be even more difficult for the court to determine the true intentions of the parties with regard to maternity.

The intent test is based upon the mendacity that the beliefs and intentions of the parties should dictate the determination of legal maternity. Blindly enforcing the intentions of the parties is too similar to enforcing contracts to parent or to give up parental rights. Courts have correctly found those types of contracts to be against public policy.\textsuperscript{227} Carrying out the intent of the parties may not serve the best interests of the child. Relying on the intent of the parties may be acceptable when the source of the contract is an object. Nonetheless, when the subject of the contract is a living, breathing child, carrying out the intent of the parties is inappropriate. In fact, it is dangerous for the court to place undue weight on the parties’ intent without considering the best interests of the child. The child does not have an advocate or a voice when it comes to negotiating the terms of the contract. Hence, it is even more important that courts consider the interests of the child when enforcing the contract. A determination of legal maternity results in a permanent classification. Consequently, courts should not make their decisions guided by the falsehood that their sole goal is to give the contracting woman her anticipated outcome.

3. Bonds Are Meant To Be Broken

The bond between a mother and a child is not easily broken. That bond starts in the womb. Throughout the three trimesters, the surrogate nurtures and nourishes the child.\textsuperscript{228} The bond between the woman and child is not broken simply because she gives birth. Courts that have adopted the gestation test for deciding legal maternity assert that the bond between the mother and child should not be ignored. Instead of breaking
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that bond, some courts use it to justify adjudicating the surrogate as the child’s legal mother. Application of the gestation test may be good for the entire surrogacy process. The fear that the gestational surrogate may be deemed the legal mother may cause the contracting couple to think long and hard before selecting a surrogate. This may decrease the likelihood that women who are not emotionally equipped to be surrogates will be chosen to serve as surrogates. Furthermore, the gestation test indicates that courts are sensitive to the fact that a woman who gives birth to a child should not be treated as a stranger to the child. The gestational surrogate is the person who cultivates the embryo so that it develops into a child. Consequently, the gestational surrogate’s role is critical. The gestation test recognizes the importance of the gestational surrogate’s contribution to the child’s well-being.

One of the main problems with the gestation test is that it may permit a woman to keep a child that was created using someone else’s genetic material. This may encourage a woman to agree to be a surrogate in order to gain a child. In addition, the gestation test negates the importance of genetics. It does not protect the contracting couple from a surrogate who may have suspect motives. It may permit the surrogate to extort money and other benefits from a desperate couple. For example, the surrogate may threaten to seek custody of the child unless she is given additional compensation that is not mentioned in the contract.

Another troubling aspect of the gestation test is the negative impact that it may have on the contracting couple. Application of the test does not weigh the costs to the contracting couple. It appears to focus solely on protecting the interests of the surrogate. The contracting woman has a finite number of viable eggs. Because of this, the gestational surrogate should not be allowed to keep a child conceived using the infertile woman’s genetic or donated eggs. The embryo gestated by the surrogate may be the only one the couple has left. Thus, they would be permanently deprived of the opportunity to become biological parents. A test that treats the contracting woman as an egg donor is just as demeaning as treating the surrogate as an incubator.

---
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Advocates of the gestation test ignore the fact that it is based on the untruth that, when it adjudicates maternity, the court should primarily be concerned with protecting the bond between the gestating woman and the child. Separating the child from his or her biological mother may be detrimental to the child. Typically, children have a desire to know the persons who contributed the genetic materials that resulted in their conception. For example, historically, adopted children have often attempted to locate their biological parents. Similarly, children created as the result of artificial insemination have taken steps to learn the identity of the sperm donors who helped to conceive them. The contributions of the gestational surrogate are important, but they should not be elevated above the needs of the child.

B. Setting Forth the Truth

*Legal maternity should be adjudicated in a manner that promotes the best interests of the child.*

Children do not get to choose their biological mothers. They do not get a voice in the process. However, children are the most affected by maternity determinations. When a child is conceived naturally, there is nothing courts can do to assure that the child gets the best mother possible. Courts do not get involved in the process unless the woman does something to endanger the child. Even a woman with a history of child abuse gets the right to parent her child without judicial interference unless evidence exists indicating she is currently abusing or neglecting the child. Courts have the opportunity to select mothers for children created as the result of surrogacy arrangements. To protect the welfare of the children, courts should make the most of that opportunity. The truth is that maternity should be determined by focusing on the best interests of the child.

The determination of the legal mother impacts the child. Therefore, it is impossible to make that decision without considering the best interests of
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the child. Since surrogacy agreements are not regulated or heavily scrutinized in most jurisdictions, it is probably even more important to have a neutral third party, like a court, looking out for the best interests of the child. In custody and visitation hearings, courts have the discretion to appoint a guardian ad litem or other advocate to protect the interests of the child. That practice is not followed in disputes involving the surrogate and the contracting woman. Thus, the court needs to take extra care to make sure that the child’s welfare is protected. The best interests of the child should be the determining factor in most custody cases involving the welfare of children. A review of the treatment of children born as the result of sexual intercourse will illustrate why the best interests of the child standard is the correct one to use to adjudicate maternity.

1. Sexual Intercourse

a. The Evolution

Historically, when making custody determinations, courts were mainly concerned with protecting a man’s right to control his lawful children. Thus, in England, custody decisions were made based upon a paternal preference. The father was entitled to custody of his child regardless of the circumstances. A man was awarded custody of the child even if he literally snatched the baby away from its mother’s breast. The paternal preference was based upon the belief that the woman and the child were the man’s property. The only way the woman could overcome the preference was to prove that the man was a danger to the child.

Initially, American courts adopted this paternal preference and concluded that a man’s right to the custody of his children was superior to any other interests. Even though the courts limited the paternal
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preference somewhat by considering the best interests of the child, the man's right to retain custody of his children was the prevailing factor in custody disputes.\textsuperscript{246} One could argue that the paternal preference served the best interests of the child because the father usually was the one with the economic resources to provide the best life for the child. The paternal preference in custody cases was slowly replaced by maternal preference in the form of the "tender years" doctrine.\textsuperscript{247}

According to the tender-years doctrine, young children should be placed with their mothers because mothers are better equipped to provide them with the nurturing that they need.\textsuperscript{248} Courts applying the tender-years doctrine combined the maternal preference and the best interests of the child standard. In making custody determinations, the courts considered the age of the child to be the primary factor in deciding which placement would promote the child's best interest.\textsuperscript{249} Thus, regardless of the mother's fitness, courts presumed that a young child was best served by remaining in the custody of his or her mother.\textsuperscript{250} The court made decisions about the child's well-being based upon assumptions about the mother–child relationship and not based upon the needs of the specific child before the court.\textsuperscript{251} The presumption could be overcome by a showing that the mother was indeed unfit.\textsuperscript{252}

The presumption favoring mothers gave way to the best interests of the child standard. Courts started awarding custody based upon which parent was in the best position to promote the child's interests.\textsuperscript{253} Courts are afforded broad discretion with regard to custody determinations.\textsuperscript{254} The primary goal of the court is to promote the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{255} In all American jurisdictions, the best interests of the child standard has been
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adopted.\textsuperscript{256} A majority of states have statutes requiring courts to apply the standard whenever it makes custody decisions impacting a child.\textsuperscript{257} Other states do not have statutes mandating use of the standard. Nonetheless, in those jurisdictions courts have developed a best-interests standard by case law.\textsuperscript{258} Courts make numerous decisions that impact children, including placement and custody determinations, safety and permanency planning, and proceedings for termination of parental rights. When it makes these types of decisions, the court must consider whether its decision will be in the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{259}

\textit{b. The Explanation}

There is no uniform definition of the best interests of the child standard.\textsuperscript{260} Thus, it is difficult to explain what courts mean when they refer to the standard. Generally, courts rely on several different factors to determine the best outcome for the child.\textsuperscript{261} The factors focus upon the needs of the child and the capacity to satisfy those needs by the potential caregivers.\textsuperscript{262} The court’s paramount concern is the safety and well-being of the child.\textsuperscript{263} Instead of mandating that courts apply certain factors, state statutes typically enumerate guiding principles for courts to consider in making best-interests determinations.\textsuperscript{264} This method gives courts the flexibility to make custody determinations on a case-by-case basis. It also acknowledges that children have unique circumstances and needs. Hence, a bright-line rule that results in a one-size-fits-all approach may not serve the best interests of the child.

Courts have discretion to decide what is in the child’s best interests, but that discretion is not absolute. In their statutes, some states and the District of Columbia list specific factors for courts to consider when making
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decisions with regard to the best interests of the child.265 The factors that must be evaluated differ from state to state. No one factor is dispositive or is entitled to be given greater weight than any of the others.266 Although the language of the statutes varies, legislatures appear to be mainly concerned with those factors that are relevant to the parents’ fitness and the child’s needs. A survey of court cases indicates that most courts make their decisions by relying on factors that deal with those two concerns. The Price v. Price case is a good illustration of the analysis a court undertakes when determining what action is necessary to promote the best interests of the child.267

The Price court had to decide which custodial arrangement was best for the child. In its analysis, the court considered the following seven factors: “(1) parental fitness; (2) stability; (3) primary caretaker; (4) child’s preference; (5) harmful parental conduct; (6) separation of siblings; and (7) substantial change in circumstances.”268 Only the first six factors are relevant to an initial custody determination.269 With regard to parental fitness, the court attempted to ascertain which parent could provide the child with the best care.270 In making that determination, the court evaluated the physical and mental health of each parent.271 The court also evaluated their approach to parenting.272 In order to evaluate the stability of each parental home, the court examined the nature of the parental and nonparental relationships the child had established.273 Further, the court looked at the level of contact the child had with the external communities where his parents resided.274

---


266 See, e.g., In re Pfeuffer, 837 A.2d 311, 314 (N.H. 2003).


268 Id. at 430.

269 See, e.g., id. at 436 (applying “substantial change of circumstances” in context of changing custody).

270 See id. at 430.

271 See id. at 430–32.

272 See id. In particular, the court analyzed the following factors relating to parental fitness: (1) mental and physical health; (2) capacity and disposition to provide the child with protection, food, clothing, medical care, and other basic needs; (3) ability to give the child love, affection, guidance, education and to impart the family's religion or creed; (4) willingness to maturely encourage and provide frequent and meaningful contact between the child and the other parent; (5) commitment to prepare the child for responsible adulthood, as well as to assure that the child experiences a fulfilling childhood; and (6) exemplary modeling so that the child witnesses firsthand what it means to be a good parent, a loving spouse, and a responsible citizen.

273 Id. at 430 (quoting Fuerstenberg v. Fuerstenberg, 591 N.W.2d 798, 807 (N.D. 1999)).

274 See id. The court evaluated stability by emphasizing the following factors: (1) the relationship and interaction of the child with the parents, step-parents, siblings and extended
The court concluded that the primary caretaker was the person who had spent the most time parenting the child prior to the hearing. The primary caretaker could also be the person who would be able to spend the most time with the child after the custody determination. The court gave this person a slight advantage. The child's age and maturity was also a factor. If the court determined that the child was sufficiently old and mature enough, the court would give weight to the child's preference. The harmful-parental-conduct factor only comes into play when the parent acts in a way that negatively impacts the child's physical and/or emotional well-being. The court's decision was also influenced by a desire to keep siblings together. After considering all of these factors, the court held that a change in custody was not in the child's best interests. Courts use different factors to determine the appropriate custodial arrangement for the child. Nonetheless, they all focus upon evaluating the fitness of the parents and the needs of the child involved in the case.

2. Surrogacy

As it currently exists, the best interests of the child standard is applied predominately to preexisting parental arrangements. It is not used to make initial parentage determinations. In situations involving children conceived by sexual intercourse, it is understandable that courts should not become involved in adjudicating the parentage of every child born in the country. That would be judicially infeasible and probably unconstitutional. Giving courts the discretion to apply the best interests of the child standard to initial parentage decisions would unduly interfere with the right to privacy and the parental right to the care, custody, and control of their children. However, surrogacy situations are different. In cases involving children...
conceived as a result of surrogacy agreements, the dispute is usually not about custody; it's about parentage. We live in a society of laws; therefore, people should be discouraged from settling their own disputes. By the time the case comes to court, the relationship between the surrogate and the contracting persons has usually deteriorated. Thus, the odds of a peaceful resolution of the matter are slim. Hence, the court must intervene to keep the peace and to protect the child. Thus, using the best interests of the child standard to make initial parentage decisions in surrogacy situations may be acceptable.

a. Arguing for the "Best Interests of the Child" Test

Johnson v. Calvert (Dissenting Opinion)283

The dissent in the Johnson case correctly concluded that the appropriate test for determining the legal mother of the child is the best interests of the child standard.284 According to the dissent, the gestational mother and the genetic mother were both the child's natural mothers, so both had an equal claim to the child.285 Nonetheless, since the state only permitted one woman to be classified as the child's legal mother, the court had to decide which woman was entitled to wear that label.286 After reviewing the facts and applicable law, the dissent opined that the legal issue was which factor should be the tie-breaker when determining whether to designate the surrogate or the contracting woman as the child's legal mother.287 The dissent maintained that the standard should be the "best interests of the child" because that standard would enable the court to reach the decision that was most protective of the child's welfare.288 In addition, the dissent contended that the intent test was too inflexible to serve the child's best interests.289 The dissent concluded that the court should evaluate the households and lifestyles of both mothers to determine which placement would be in the child's best interests.290 The dissent ultimately proposed

284 Id. at 789.
285 Id.
286 See id.
287 See id. at 799.
288 Id.
289 See id. at 795-99.
290 See id. at 799-800.
that courts determine maternity on a case-by-case basis relying on the best interests of the child standard.\textsuperscript{291}

Applying the best interests of the child standard to determine maternity is a good idea because it is consistent with the standard the court uses to determine custody, visitations, and other issues with regard to children.\textsuperscript{292} Also, the best interests of the child standard gives the courts flexibility. That flexibility is important because different factual situations may lead to different outcomes.\textsuperscript{293} The child is the one person involved in the transaction that does not have a voice, so the court’s primary concern should be ensuring that the child’s interests are protected.

As currently applied, the best interests of the child test has its weaknesses because it focuses too much on the fitness of the women. The application of the best interests of the child standard may encourage litigation. If the surrogate changes her mind and decides that she wants to keep the child, she knows that, if she can prove that she is in the best position to care for the child, she has a chance of winning custody of the child. Another concern is that the traditional best interests of the child standard is too subjective.\textsuperscript{294} Judges may be influenced by their own culture and beliefs when deciding which woman would make the better mother.\textsuperscript{295} As a result, judicial biases may disadvantage one woman. For instance, courts may favor the contracting couple over the single surrogate. Further, traditional couples may be favored over nontraditional couples.\textsuperscript{296} Most surrogates are women with modest means.\textsuperscript{297} Thus, they may be disadvantaged if the courts focus on which woman can provide the child with the most financial resources.

A further weakness of the best interests of the child standard presently being applied is that it may result in an outcome that is contrary to the parties’ intentions. Courts will be forced to decide how to break the tie when both women are fit to care for the child. The best interests of the child test ignores the expectations of the parties. In some instances, the best

\textsuperscript{291} See id. at 800.
\textsuperscript{292} See, e.g., sources cited supra note 257.
\textsuperscript{293} See Rachel M. Colancecco, \textit{Note, A Flexible Solution to a Knotty Problem: The Best Interests of the Child Standard in Relocation Disputes}, 1 DREXEL L. REV. 573, 607 (2009); see also T.B. v. L.R.M., 753 A.2d 873, 888 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2000) (“The ‘best interest of the child’ standard considers all factors that legitimately have an influence upon the child’s physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual well being on a case-by-case basis.”).
\textsuperscript{294} See Gilliam, supra note 12, at 530.
\textsuperscript{295} See id.
\textsuperscript{296} See id.
\textsuperscript{297} See Andrews & Douglass, supra note 26, at 673–74 (providing demographics of surrogates); Barbara L. Atwell, \textit{Surrogacy and Adoption: A Case of Incompatibility}, 20 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 1, 43 (1988).
interests of the child test may result in the surrogate being unjustly enriched if she is adjudicated as the best person to parent the child.298

The best interests of the child standard is not used to adjudicate maternity in cases involving children conceived by sexual intercourse. In those instances, the test typically comes into play when the court has to decide whether to terminate the woman's maternal rights. It is as if the law gives a woman who conceives naturally the benefit of the doubt and presumes that she retains her maternal rights until something occurs to rebut the presumption that she is a good mother. The application of the best interests of the child test to determine maternity in a surrogacy situation results in both women having to prove that they are fit to parent the child before anything happens to put that fact in dispute. The shortcomings of the best interests of the child standard are outweighed by the usefulness of the standard. If it is adapted to meet the unique needs of a child conceived as the result of surrogacy agreements, the best interests of the child standard is the one courts should use to adjudicate maternity.

b. Applying the "Best Interests of the Child" Test

The best interests of the child standard encompasses two main components: protection of the physical and psychological well-being of the child and fairness to the women involved in the process. When adjudicating maternity, courts should strive to place the child in a home where his or her needs will be met. Courts should also seek to insure that the outcome is fair to the women involved in the process. Nevertheless, the primary goal of the courts should be to promote the best interests of the child. The best interests of the child standard should be adapted to apply to surrogacy situations that require an adjudication of maternity. Generally, courts apply the standard in cases involving issues of custody, visitation, and termination of parental rights. In surrogacy cases, the women are asking to be adjudicated the legal mother of the child. This is similar to a request for custody.

As indicated earlier, a key consideration in custody cases is parental fitness.299 All things being equal, the parent that is most fit is usually awarded custody. In a custody case, an evaluation of parental fitness indicates that the person has a track record that the court can review.


When a court has to make an initial parentage determination, it is often difficult to evaluate parental fitness. Custody determinations are usually made after the child has been living with one or both of the parties for a period of time. In addition, custody disputes usually involve a man and a woman battling for physical custody of the child. In those types of cases, it makes sense for the courts to consider factors like parenting skills and the emotional ties between the parent and the child. When adjudicating maternity, courts are typically unable to obtain evidence relevant to those factors. The contracting couple is often childless, so it is difficult to determine whether or not they will be good parents. The surrogate may or may not already have children that she conceived through sexual intercourse. At the time most maternity actions are brought before the court, the child usually is not emotionally attached to either woman.

The surrogacy situation is different enough from the custody dispute to justify modifying the best interests of the child standard. Courts should take a needs-based approach as opposed to a parental-rights approach. A needs-based approach emphasizes the needs of the child. To the contrary, a parental-rights approach focuses upon the rights of the parents. Parents have the right to custody of their children unless they are shown to be unfit. The correct test to adjudicate legal maternity is a best interests of the child test that evaluates parental potential, environmental stability, and primary-caretaker status.

i. Parental Potential

In custody cases, courts evaluate the fitness of the persons seeking custody. This is not the appropriate approach for maternity adjudication cases. The focus should be on the needs of the child. The woman who has the best potential to provide for the child’s needs should be adjudicated the legal mother. In order to assess parental potential, courts should consider the following factors for each woman: (1) the emotional and physical health; (2) the financial resources available; and (3) the support system in place. The emotional health of the woman is important because the mother’s mental condition will impact the child’s emotional development. Moreover, a woman who is emotionally unstable may physically harm or fail to protect

---


301 See Stormow, supra note 299, at 2303.
the child from harm. The woman's physical health is relevant because an unhealthy woman will have a difficult time caring for the child. This is especially critical if the woman will be the child's only parent. It is crucial that the woman has enough financial resources to provide the child with adequate food, clothing, and shelter. Due to the circumstances of his or her birth, the child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement may need more family support than a child born by other means. This family support can come in the form of extended family or friends.

ii. Stability

Courts should also evaluate the women's ability to provide a stable environment for the child. To make that determination, courts should take into account the employment history of the women, the length of time the women have been in their homes, and the relationship between the women and their husbands or significant others. A woman's work history is relevant to determining whether or not she is economically stable. Economic stability is essential because children born into poverty face numerous challenges. The length of time a woman has been in her home impacts the child's ability to receive a good education and to form a social network. Both of those things are necessary for a child to have a successful life. Children are profoundly affected by the interactions between the adults in their lives, especially their parents. Children with two adult caretakers tend to have better outcomes than those raised in single-parent homes.

iii. Primary Caretaker

Finally, courts should designate one of the women as the primary caretaker of the child. The primary caretaker should be given preference with regard to custody. The woman who has invested the most time in caring for the child should be named the primary caretaker. When

---

determining the amount of time that the women have invested in the child, courts should look at all of the circumstances surrounding the child’s conception and birth. Courts should contemplate the amount of effort the women exerted to ensure the child’s conception and birth. The contracting woman’s efforts to have the child conceived should be acknowledged. If the case involves a traditional surrogate, the contracting woman should be credited for arranging for the surrogate’s eggs to be fertilized with the sperm obtained by the contracting woman. In a gestational surrogacy situation, the contracting woman’s contribution of genetic material to make the child’s conception possible should weigh in favor of finding her to be the primary caretaker.

Courts should also examine the surrogate’s pre-conception role. A traditional surrogate supplies genetic material and her womb to enable the child to be conceived. The gestational surrogate also plays an important part in the child’s conception. In addition to providing the womb, the gestational surrogate takes certain medicines to prepare her body for the surrogacy.

After the child is conceived, the surrogate is responsible for protecting the fetus, so that the child can be born healthy. The contracting woman’s role is limited post-conception. Nonetheless, she does make some contributions such as attending the prenatal appointments and paying for the medical expenses. By going through labor, the surrogate takes the steps that are necessary to ensure that the child is born. Although she does not make a physical contribution during that stage of the process, the contracting woman makes an emotional investment in the child’s well-being. Prior to assigning the role of primary caretaker, courts should take into account the part that the surrogate and the contracting woman played in the conception and birth of the child.

iv. Fairness

A valid criticism of the best interests of the child standard is that it is too subjective. That subjectivity permits judges to make custody decisions based on their own biases. In order to be fair to all of the parties, the legislatures should authorize the creation of surrogacy review boards. Currently, several jurisdictions have statutes setting forth the requirements

---
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that gestational surrogacy agreements must meet to be valid.\textsuperscript{309} Moreover, in some states, surrogacy agreements must be court approved in order to be enforceable.\textsuperscript{310} Consequently, permitting surrogacy review boards to make recommendations with regard to maternity would not be overly intrusive. The boards would be made up of independent experts. Currently, courts are forced to listen to competing experts hired by the parties.\textsuperscript{311} These experts are being paid to advocate for the positions of the persons who hire them. Hence, they may not be concerned with promoting the best interests of the child. Even a court-appointed guardian \textit{ad litem} may not be completely impartial. The surrogacy review boards would consider all of the relevant facts of a case through a best interests of the child lens and make recommendations to the court. The recommendations would not be binding, but they would give guidance to the courts.

\section*{VI. CONCLUSION}

The advances in reproductive technology have given women more reproductive choices. Women are able to rewind their biological clocks and become mothers later in life. If a woman is unable to carry a child, she may be able to utilize the services of a surrogate to become a mother. The amount of assistance the woman receives from the surrogate depends upon the state of her reproductive health. A woman who is no longer capable of producing eggs can arrange for a traditional surrogate to supply the eggs and to carry the child to term. Gestational surrogacy is an option for the woman who cannot carry the embryo made from her genetic material. Surrogacy is a great way to create a family.

If medicine is the hare, the law is the tortoise. As long as the surrogate honors the contract and surrenders custody of the child to the contracting woman, everything goes smoothly. However, when faced with custody disputes involving surrogates and contracting women, courts are not sure how to react. For courts, the resolution of traditional custody disputes is easy because the law is well-settled. In surrogacy dispute cases, since two women are seeking to be declared the legal mother of the child, instead of deciding custody, courts have to adjudicate maternity. As a consequence of the lack of clear legislative guidance and bright-line rules, courts have relied

\textsuperscript{309} See, e.g., 750 I.L.L. COMP. STAT. ANN. 47/25 (West, Westlaw through P.A. 96-1402 of the 2010 Reg. Sess.).

\textsuperscript{310} See, e.g., VA. CODE ANN. § 20-160 (West, Westlaw through end of 2010 Reg. Sess.).

upon several different theories to decide whether the surrogate or the contracting woman should be declared the legal mother of the child. The underlying premise of three of those theories is the lie that the standard for determining maternity should be the actions of the women. The final theory is based upon the truth that the test for adjudicating maternity should focus on the needs of the child.

In situations involving children born as the result of sexual intercourse, the common law rule is that the woman who gives birth to the child is the child's legal mother. Since the woman who gives birth is also the woman who supplies the genetic material to conceive the child, the rule is relatively easy to implement. Things become more complicated when one woman gives birth to a child conceived using the genetic material of another woman. In those cases, some states follow the common law fallacy and conclude that, since she gives birth to the child, the surrogate should be recognized as the child's legal mother. This approach is referred to as the gestational theory of maternity. Other courts believe the lie that the sole indicator of maternity should be genetics. Thus, the woman who supplied the genetic material used to create the child should be designated as the child's legal mother. California and other jurisdictions have embraced the untruth that maternity should be determined by relying on the intent of the parties. Therefore, the woman who signed the contract intending to parent the child should be deemed to be the child’s legal mother.

The court that decided the Baby M case used the best interests of the child standard to award custody of the child. At least one judge has realized the truth. He argued that this same standard should be used to determine whether the surrogate or the contracting woman should be recognized as the child’s legal mother. For decades, courts have relied upon the best interests of the child standard to make decisions that impact children. Nonetheless, the standard has not been used to make initial parentage determinations. Although the standard has been around for a long time, it is still not well-developed. Neither the legislatures nor the courts have put forth a clear definition of what the “best interests of the child” means. Courts evaluate various factors to decide which outcome will promote the child’s best interests.

The correct standard for adjudicating maternity is a modified version of the best interests of the child standard. Courts should not apply the standard to maternity adjudication cases in the same manner that they apply them in custody cases. In order to choose the maternal arrangement that will promote the child’s best interests, courts should consider the parental potential of each woman, the stability of each woman, and the
investment that each woman made to ensure the child’s conception and birth. In the interest of fairness, courts should seek guidance from an independent board of experts.